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latable. The translation "character is man's destiny" ahhough quite correct,
does not exhaust its meaning. Ethos means, like the German Siftc. custom
or habit or character. But it conveys more than custom ; it means the habits
of man so far as they produce civilization and make him humane. It includes
his morals. In this sense Schiller says in "The Eleusinian Festival" :
"Und allein durch seine Sitte
Kann er frei und machtig sein."
[.\nd !i}- his own worth alone
Can man freedom gain and might.]
Translation l^y Rowring.
From cflios is derived the English word "ethics," which has acquired
the narrower meaning of ethos in the sense of moral behavior. This ctlios.
our Greek inscription tells us, is to man his dainioii, i. e., his God, his deity,
his conscience or guidance, his destin\-. p. c.
THE MORNIXG GLORY
(After Ernest W. Clement's transliteration in the Jafaiwsr
Floral Calendar.
)
Oh for the heart's deep story.
The heart's of the morning-glory.
Whose dainty flower
Blooms but an hour.
Yet the charm that's hers
Is more endearing
Than the grandeur of firs
Fov a thousand years persevering.
"MEMORANDUM" INSTEAD OF "REPLY."
When we go a-hunting or fishing the game we get is often that for which
we did not start out, but worth as much or more. So with the Editor's
"answer" to my article "The Widow's Mite" in the June number of The Open
Court.
I started out to get an answer to the spook-killing arguments of "in-
duction, correlation, and economy," now presented to the world by Prof.
Ernst Haeckel as the basis of the social, impersonal, and unselfish immortal-
ity of science, and the foundation of the religious regeneration and reorgani-
zation of all intelligent people.
Instead of an answer to those arguments stated in my article, we get what
seems to me a practical admission of them, and an exceedingly fine advocacy
of the rival immortality of science and humanity. I have spent a lifetime in
advocating and learning to appreciate this latter immortality, which grows
upon me the older I grow, but there are expressions in regard to it in Dr.
Carus's "answer," which add so much to my realization of it, that I gladly
forgive the Doctor for what I do not find in his answer in consideration of
the real worth of what I do find therein.
